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Technology Megatrends
A new era of opportunity as ICT becomes the key enabler for change

Mobility

2016

By
, smartphones
and tablets will put power in the
pockets of
a billion global citizens.

Social
Millennials will make up

75%

of the

American workforce by

2025

Cloud

70%
of organizations are either using
or investigating cloud

computing solutions

Big data
Digital content will grow to

8ZB by 2015,
an increase of 4x in just 4 years

Cloud Economics

How National governments can benefit from Cloud Computing
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Clouds come in different shapes

The need for Hybrid Cloud
Public Clouds

Private Clouds

Hybrid Clouds

Cloud Platform

A trusted services platform for government scenarios
Scale
Speed

Economics

Storage

Network

Compute

Designed to meet Government standards

Microsoft System Center
On-premises
datacenter

Microsoft Azure

Service Provider

Emerging National Cloud Strategy Focus

Microsoft Confidential shared under NDA
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National Cloud is a nationwide infrastructure platform

Why should you consider National Cloud?

1

Trasformative

2

Creating a service
culture

•

Significant cost base
reduction (how much?)

•

Agility – deliver new
services at speed

•

Flexible licensing structure
deliver savings (how
much?)

•

Creating a service culture in
IT – service oriented
approach

Deliver time saving services
to employees to improve
productivity (how much?)

•

•

•
•

Automate processes,
reduce waste and overhead
Answer – Lets benchmark

•

Deliver a roadmap of
citizen services that meet
needs and save time and
money/taxes for citizens
Copy creative citizen
services approach from
other countries (Clean
Streets, Flood Alerts)
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National
Competitiveness

•

Build IT skills and
capabilities in Latvian
Public sector

•

Support Local IT industry –
encourage and support
innovation – sand box,
Open APIs (London & TFL)

•

Legal & Regulatory
requirements to keep
certain data within Latvia

•

Need to retain certain
sensitive data in Latvia
(National Interest)

Example of a National Cloud vision – Ireland

Why Microsoft – Vision of hybrid National Cloud OS

Virtual
Desktop

Unix/Linux
VMS

SQL

Virtual
Desktop

Unix/Linux
VMS

SQL

Intune

Unix/Linux
VMS

Why Microsoft - Cloud Credentials

• >15 years in consumer and

business services
• 1 petabyte+ per month of
updates via Windows Update
• Windows Azure: used by
customers in 104 countries
• Office Web Apps: 50M users

• 30,000+ engineers involved
in cloud-based activities
• 2,000+ people in cloud
infrastructure engineering
and operations

• $15 Bn investment in cloud
infrastructure to date
• 200+ services, 24x7
• 10 Geo-distributed DC‟s
• Rapid modular model
• Avg DC size 16.6k Sq ft, Avg
MS DC 3,642k Sq ft
• 2.5bn Gigabytes (14,400
times the Netflix catalogue)
• 20 trillion floating point
operations per second

• Federated operations
centers 24x7
• Highly secure, compliant
infrastructure
• FISMA certified, SAS
70/SSAE 16, and ISO 27001
compliant, EU Model
Clauses
• Article 29 WP Endorsement
• Carbon footprint reduction
• 99.9% uptime, financially
backed SLAs

Governments buy national cloud in three ways

1

Governmentsponsored
national cloud

•

Hosted in „trusted partner‟
datacenter in country

•

Strong partnership
between partner and
government

•
•

Service registry through
service provider
Leverage innovation of
service provider while
retaining some control

2
•

Government as
service provider

Transform existing
government departments
into cloud providers

•

Hosted in government data
centers

•

Highly secure environment

•

Necessity to continuously
innovate and drive costs
down
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Government
procurement
framework

•

Government service
registry

•

Government manages
certification process , SLA
and commercial
requirements

•

Managed in data centers
by Cloud Providers

•

Leverage economies of
scale and innovation of
cloud provider

UK Government IT Services Saves
Money by Running Windows and Linux
Loads on Hyper-V
FCO Services, which provides IT
services to the UK Government, is
standardizing on Hyper-V in
Windows Server 2012 R2 as its
single virtualization technology
because of enhanced Linux support
and other improvements.

Transform the
data center

Situation

FCO Services didn’t want to have two hypervisors,
and it wanted better virtualized Linux support.

Solution

It is standardizing on Hyper-V in Windows Server
2012 R2, which also provides great Linux support.

Benefits

o Standardize on a single hypervisor.
o Eliminate dual-hypervisor management and
licensing costs.
o Reduce memory costs and improve
infrastructure utilization.

“Hyper-V and System Center 2012 R2 match if not exceed
anything we get from our current virtualization solution.
This will enable us to standardize on the Microsoft
platform, which is where most of our IT investment is.”
Greg Bailey

Cloud Services Architect

Organizations that trust the Microsoft Hybrid Cloud

The ICT administration of
the Greek Presidency of the
EU is run in common by the
ICT Directorate of Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. They
used Office 365 to
exchange information,
communicate and
collaborate across
European Countries and
within the organization
efficiently, safely and
guaranteed uptime

The City of Warsaw
deployed a Private Cloud
solution to deliver
virtualized services to City
employees and a Public
Cloud solution based on
Microsoft Azure to host
their City performance
dashboard and open data
portal developed in
collaboration with Microsoft
to help cities monitor
service performance. A true
leading edge Hybrid Cloud
deployment

The Polish Post is deploying
Office 365 in its business to
improve business
productivity and agility.
Trust and Reliability are key
factors. The Polish post is
transforming its business
and is modernizing its IT
infrastructure. The initial roll
out has been so successful
that they are looking to roll
out Office 365 across the
rest of their business. Polish
Post also has deployed a
provate cloud and is now
running a true Hybrid Cloud

The Ministry of Foreign and
European Affairs, the
Ministry of Culture and the
National Statistics Bureau in
Croatia— equipped a total
of 750 seats with Microsoft’s
Enterprise Mobility Suite for
their enterprise mobility
management needs. They
trust EMS to deliver secure,
reliable and trustworthy
device management
services for their diverse
number of users.

Why choose it
• Data privacy, security, and sovereignty
• Support local industry

Government specifies desired cloud
services and chooses in-country cloud
service provider or bids out initial
workload to their private sector.

Three scenarios
• RFP process to choose provider for
each service
• Two consortia, each comprising a local
service provider (Telco) and a local
system integrator
• Government choice
How to succeed
• Choose the right partners
• Perform due diligence
• Focus on joint GTM

Challenge
•
•

•

•

•

Rostelecom
They are the partially
state owned (51%)
Telco services provider
in Russia
Delivering Voice and IP
services across a fibre
backbone stretching
160,000Km across
Russia
29.2m Fixed line
subscribers, 12.4m
Mobile subscribers and
7.4m Fixed Broadband
customers, 6.6m Pay
TV customers
Launched O7.com in
March 2012 to deliver
Cloud Services – SaaS,
PaaS and IaaS

•

•

•

Cloud Penetration in
Russia has been slow,
particularly in Public
Sector
Government and
Rostelecom saw
opportunity to drive
savings by using a
single extensible cloud
infrastructure to
deliver a standardised
set of services to the
Public Sector on a pay
as you go basis
Rostelecom had
existing network of
datacentres and also
delivered voice and
data to Public Sector

Solution
•

•
•
•

•

Rostelecom decided to
create their own Private
Cloud using Microsoft
technology
Virtualisation and
centralised management
providing dynamic control
Network of 3 datacentre
across Russia
Solution delivered is
“Virtual Office” –
Exchange, Sharepoint and
Lync delivered out of a RT
datacentre – launched in
June 2013
RT also able to provide
devices and other services
as well as a service wrap

Impact/ Outcome
•

•

•

•
•

Solution gaining traction
with customers at both the
SMB and Large Ministry
level – good pipeline of
opportunities
Govt depts. no longer
wasting time in traditional
planning, procurement –
GPP
Rostelecom able to leverage
billing and customer
relationship with virtually
every PS organisation in
Russia
Customers have “one throat
to choke” in Rostelecom
Cloud adoption beginning
to take off

Why choose it
• Data sovereignty, privacy, security
• Local IT industry immaturity
• Global competitiveness

Government in emerging
markets build their own national
clouds in the absence of capable
local IT providers.

How it works
• Self-assessment
• Central procurement agency
• Government mandate
How to support success
• Engage expert high-level service
provider to help you assess,
understand budget constraints, and
create a plan to realize immediate
savings from national cloud

Challenge
•

•

Council of Ministers in
Bosnia Herzegovina
Responsible the
oversight of over 40
Government
Institutions – including
9 key ministries
setting standards and
for co-ordinating
business critical
government IT
initiatives

•

•

•

•

A fragmented and
distributed IT
infrastructure across
Government
EU funded project to
Centralise
infrastructure, create a
Government network
and standardise e-mail
Wanted a work flow
application to capture
the workings of
Government
Wanted to save money
and build a secure
infrastructure

Solution
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Decided to create their
own Private Cloud using
Microsoft technology –
Windows Server DC 2012,
System Center Server
2012 and Hyper-V
Virtualisation and
centralised management
providing dynamic control
Built their own datacentre
Migrated from Exchange
2007 to 2010 seamlessly
Serving over 5,000
employees with
All services delivered off
50 Virtual servers

Impact/ Outcome
•
•
•
•

•

Govt depts. no longer
wasting time in traditional
planning, procurement
Provisioning time reduced
by 80%
Savings of over several
hundred thousand Euros
Significant improvement in
Business agility –
provisioning of Virtual
machines takes minutes
rather than hours
Will look to deliver other
line of business
applications on the sa

Case Studies – Italy & Hong Kong
Italy | CONSIP – Telecom Italia
Email as
a Service:
400k users

Hong Kong | GovCloud – Atos

5 bidders:
only one MSFT
on MSFT

Keys to success of the win:

• Exec relationships (PS-IMDM)
• Partner across MSFT (Services, OC, LCA,
STU, PTU, Corp, Business Desk)
• “Win the App to win the metal”

Keys to success of the deployment:

• Central procurement mandate
• BG supported architecture
• Show them how to make money with Public
Cloud

SharePoint
as a Service:
68k users

4 bidders:
only one MSFT
on MSFT

Keys to success of the win:
•
•
•
•

“Win the App to win the metal”
End-to-end support
Strong Customer Exec relationships
Partner across MSFT

Keys to success of the deployment:
• Central procurement mandate
• Need BG supported architecture
• Licensing changes to support <1000
implementation

Organizations that trust Microsoft for National Cloud

Ministry of Information
Society drove the first GCloud project of the
Romanian Government that
will evolve to a more
complex Government
Cloud. A modern
datacenter is being built
equipped with 148 servers,
all running Microsoft
technologies: SQL
Enterprise, Windows Server
Datacenter, System Center
Datacenter and BizTalk
Enterprise. An EU funded
project..

The Government of Malta
through the Maltese IT
Agency (MITA) signed a
deal with Microsoft for a
National Cloud project..As
part of the project, MITA
shifted their key workloads
from VMWare to Windows
Server and deployed
Hyper-V to over 60 hosts.
MITA saved over $150k in
licensing costs annually and
are able to deploy services
faster

This is the first Government
Azure win in Slovakia with
the Municipality
Hurbanovo, by offering an
Azure migration to help the
customer to fix
performance problems,
such as insufficient mailbox
capacity, out-of-warranty
servers, insufficient
availability of systemsThe
business. An EU funded
project.

DEUS is a project driven by
the Ministry of Finance and
the Association of Towns
and Communities to
support the delivery of eGovernment services to
citizens via small
municipalities. The project
covers 1,000 small
municipalities out of 3,000
towns and villages 7,700+
users of regional
governments and serves 2
million citizens all over
Slovakia. An EU funded
project

Why choose it
• Cost savings
• Strategic focus

Government in highly developed
societies pre-certify multiple cloud
vendors so departments and agencies
can procure services quickly.

How it works
• Central procurement agency
• Well-established data security and
privacy rules
• Vendor standards
How to support success
• Understand pressure to „be in‟ versus
true channel opportunity
• Assess co-selling motions
• Advise on procurement policies

Challenge
•

•

•

Cloud First policy –
directive from the
Government – Cabinet
Office and Business
and Enterprise
Minister
Set up a Cloud store
with the intention
simplifying the
acquisition of Cloud
services and reducing
the cost to the
Exchequer
It is really a
procurement
framework

•

•

•

Wanted to simplify the
purchasing of cloud
services whilst
providing departments
with Freedom of
Choice
Broad range of
suppliers, including
MSFT, Google, AWS,
SF.com, VMware as
well outsourcers such
as Outsourcery, Capita,
CSC and BT engaged
across the various
Government
departments
Wanted to integrate
supplier services to
cloud store but
complexity too great

Solution
•
•
•
•

•

•

Created a Procurement
framework – no need for
tenders
Not a “store” like Apps
store where you buy and
provision services
Effectively a catalogue of
Services
Offer IaaS, PaaS and SaaS
from over 70 providers –
including consulting
services
In terms of Microsoft, not
EA framework, but an
agreement on price with
fulfilment via a LAR
New customers without
an EA can easily use this
agreement without going
through a new
procurement process

Impact/ Outcome
•

•
•

•
•

Volume of transactions via
the Cloudstore is low
Too much choice –
confusion
There are also other
Government departments
providing services (e.g.)
Foreign & Commonwealth
offer their own Office 365
like service
No real standardisation of
services
Government now
reconsidering the
effectiveness of the Cloud
store and looking at a new
model

Possibly a fourth Model? Data Embassies

•
•
•

The President of Estonia web site/application & Estonian Law management application
-

Making the right cloud buying choice
Government as a service provider
High
(Internal Use Only)

Government-sponsored
National Cloud
Government
cloud framework

Low
(External)

SENSITIVITY

“Build it and
they will
come”

CONTROL

High
(In-house)

Low
(Public domain)
$3-10/user/month
(Public cloud)

COST*
*Example of costs for Office as a service

$30-100+/user/month
(Private cloud)

“Procurement
Mandate is
the best way”

